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– Dark matter detector can be used for not only WIMP search but also
– neutrino physics such as pp/7Be, double electron capture, double beta decay
– axion or axion like particle
– model independent search by annual modulation and so on.
– It is very important to reduce Rn background in the future experiment.
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Comparison of background rate
■ Background rate in the fiducial
volume before separation of
nuclear recoils from e/γ.
S
AS
XM

-4) event/
XMASS
achieved
O(10
■
day/kg/keVee
at a few 10’s keV.

XMASS
XMASS

■ Even modest background at
low energy, XMASS has good
sensitivity with a large mass
(832 kg) and low energy
threshold. (~ 1keVee) by annual
modulation search.

Added to D.C.Malling thesis (2014) Fig.
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MPs energy spectra overlaid on the
ata reduction was applied. WIMPs
in an isothermal halo with v o =
elocity of v esc = 650 km/s, and an
m3 . In order to set a conservative
pendent WIMP-nucleon cross secsted until the expected event rate
e observed one in any energy bin
the systematic errors discussed in
0% confidence level (C.L.) limit dehown in Fig. 8. The impact of the
n this analysis, so its effect on the
e figure.
events surviving the analysis cuts,
y understood. Contamination of 14 C
en the PMTs and the support structhe events. Light leaks through this
theless, the possible existence of a
ese and other backgrounds cannot
imination has been made between

ugaku (UNIV OF TOKYO) on June 6, 2014

derive a 90% C.L. upper limit for this cross section, which in Fig. 4 is compared to the result from
Refs.
[12,13].
The gray band reflects our systematic uncertainties. The systematic uncertainty on
Fig. 7. Simulated WIMP energy spectra in the XMASS detector
assuming
the maxi-

Search by XMASS

3.7 Annual modulation

mum cross section that provides a signal rate no larger than the observation in any
bin above 0.3 keVee.

The annual modulation of the WIMP rate on a target detector is induced by the Earth’s
motion around the Sun[47].
The expected nuclear recoil energy spectrum depends on the
102 χ + 129Xe à χ + 129Xe*
WIMP velocity distribution and on the Earth’s velocity
frame, vr (t). It
129Xe* à in
129the
Xe +galactic
γ
varies along the year due to the expression,
Asymptotic cross section (σas
I ) [pb]

assuming the event vertex is on
to the charge-weighted center of
correction the timing distribution
und to be narrower than that for
with more than 60% of their PMT
20 ns of the event window are reratio of the number of PMT hits
to the total number of hits in the
ad-to-total ratio) is shown in Fig. 4.
is shown in Fig. 5.
ance eﬃciency of these cuts was
mulation. In the simulation WIMP
erated for each WIMP mass and MC
mly throughout the detector volume
cay constant of 25 ns [16]. Fig. 6
eptance eﬃciency at energies berror bars comes primarily from the
xenon scintillation decay constant,
ased on the difference between the
ST model [17] based on [18]. A syseﬃciency is determined based on
ar fit to the points in the figure. At
d this error is 6.1%.

Solar axion

vE (t) = Vsun +Vearth cos γ cos ω (t − t0 ),

(3.39)
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where Vsun = 232 km/s is the Sun’s velocity with respect to the halo, Vearth = 30 km/s is
the Earth’s orbital velocity around the Sun on a plane with inclination γ = 60◦ respect to
the galactic one, ω = 2π /T with T = 1 year and t0 � 2nd June. Fig.3.5 illustrates the
3
2
motion of the Earth relative 1to the Galactic10coordinates.
The
annual modulation signature
10
mass event
[GeV] variation is only ∼Phys.
Lett. B 724 (2013) 46
is the one of the most strong evidence of WIMPs, but WIMP
the total
3
%,Fig.
a large
isour
needed
forupper
statistics.
4. Themass
blackdetector
solid line is
90% C.L.
limit on the asymptotic cross section σ Ias for inelastic scatFig.3.6
spectrum
in JunThe
2nd,
and
ratewith
difference.
In
Xe
usingthe
theexpected
same form factors
as DAMA.
grayDec
band4th
covers
its their
variation
our systematic
tering
on 129shows
Fig. 8. Spin-independent elastic WIMP-nucleon cross section
as a function
of
WIMP
mass. All systematic uncertainties except that from L are taken into account in
uncertainty.
The dotted line is the limit obtained by the DAMA group [12,13]. It was derived after statisticalculation,
the XMASS 90% C.L. limit line. The effect of the Lthis
uncertainty
on the limit is the following value were used.

Low Mass

light mass WIMP

Inelastic scattering

PTEP
2014,
063C01
cally subtracting
Phys. Lett. B 719 (2013)
78 background. Our low background allows us to derive this limit without such background
eff

eff

shown in the band. Limits from other experiments and favored regions are also
shown [4–9].

subtraction.
• Cross

section to WIMP for SI case is

nuclear-recoil and electronic events, and many events remain in
the analysis sample, the present result excludes part of the parameter space favored by other measurements [4–6] when those data
are interpreted as a signal for light mass WIMPs. Finally, we are
working on modifications to the inner surface of XMASS, especially
E
around the PMTs, to improve the detector performance.

• WIMP mass is 50 GeV.

1.0×10−5 pb.

coherent ν-n scattering

7/11

• V in Jun 2nd is 247 km/s.

super-WIMPs(ALPs)
• V in Dec 4th is 217 km/s.
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Rn background in the dark matter community
Experiment

LXe Mass[kg]

222Rn[μBq/kg]

XMASS
XENON100
LUX
PandaX-II

832
62
270
500

9.8±0.6
33.4±1.3
20
8.6±4.6

XMASS: K. Abe et al. NIM A 716 (2013) 78
XENON100: E. Aprile et al. arXiv:1702.06942v1
LUX:arXiv: D. S. Akerib et al. PRL 112, 091303 (2014)

1μBq/kg ~ pp solar

PandaX-II: A. Tan et al. PhysRevLett.117.121303 (2016)
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Rn removal by charcoal
34

• It is well known that Rn in Air/Ar can be eﬀectively removed

by the activated charcoal. (e.g. RADIOISOTOPES,59, 29-36
(2010) )
• In 2009, for the first time, we reported about Rn removal in
gaseous xenon with activated charcoal.
• Our finding was that Rn actually was not absorbed by the
charcoal (Shirasagi G2X 4/6) but it only slow down the
propagation speed in low temperature charcoal in gaseous
xenon.
• From our measurements we infer a linear relationship
Fig．
５
between the mean propagation velocity vRn of radon and vXe
of xenon in the trap with VRn/VXe ~ 1/1000 at -85℃.

RADIO

Radon concentration in argon gas since the
beginning of source run. Data points show
the radon concentration averaged over１
hour, and dotted line shows the fitting result with ２２２Rn decay curve（T１/２＝３．
８days）
.
The average concentrations
during the10
Masaki Yamashita

TRn [hour]

Rn/Xe velocity in the charcoal
• Rn injected in the circulation system with Rn

detector
• We observed ‘oscillation’ of Rn concentration and
The charcoal traps are connected at points A and B. The right side of the figure shows the
arrival
information,
we measured a
temperature from
sensors, which
was also time
tested in the
left side system.
velocity of Rn in the charcoal.
Rn concentration
decay curve
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Fig. 4. TRn as a function of the length of the trap. Dashed lines are fits to the data
points for traps arranged in series at different flow rates, the solid line is for data
points derived with two traps in parallel. Up to three traps could be arranged in
series, and two in parallel. Entries for path lengths longer than the sum of real trap
lengths are obtained by exploiting the oscillatory pattern to evaluate multiple
passes through the existing traps.

using our m
total charco

3.2. System

As the tr
Fig. 1. Layout of the Xe circulation and Rn concentration measurement system. The charcoal traps are connected at points A and B. The right s
syste
layout of the newly designed
left side sys
10-3 charcoal trap for XMASS with the location of its temperature sensors, which was also tested inofthethe
its insulatio
modular de
4
until the pressure in the cold trap became too high to maintain
10
diameter in
the desired flow rate; at this point the outlet side of the trap was
such tubes
opened too to allow continuous circulation through the trap.
n
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the Xe carrier gas. Once this new equilibrium concentration is
0.2
5.5 kg of ch
reached and our measurements traced the Rn decay curve again
for a suitable amount of time at the new lower level, cooling is
and avoid c
removed from the trap and the trap is baked once again to restore
each tube a
102
the trapped Rn to the system. That the ensuing rise in the
A schem
measured Rn concentration
always recovered the decay curve
-5
10
side of Fig.
originally measured right after Rn filling is proof that the Rn that
had been removed while operating the trap at low temperature
sensors in a
measurements of test10
trap (serial)
really had been adsorbed in the charcoal. Circulation through the
measures th
measurements
of test trap (parallel)
trap was continuing throughout this radon release phase
of the
other three
measurement. A new measurement cycle may have been
started
measurement on XMASS trap
Around eac
without adding new Rn by simply isolating the baking trap again
1
100
150
200 the250
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circulation. One measurement cycle
tube 300
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Set up (Abe et al. NIM A 661(2012) 50)
nano-filter
• Based on that study , we built a

removal system with 5.5 kg
(Shirasagi G2X 4/6) .
• Xe 1 L/min with VRn will be 1.47x10 3

m/s in the charcoal housings
• TRn becomes about 14.7 days.
• This corresponds to 3.8 half-lives of

222Rn or an expected reduction by
a factor of 1 - (1/2)^(14.7/3.8) ~0.93

6.7: Photographs
for theYamashita
XMASS. (1) is 12
cha
図 6.8: Performance test diagram of Rn 図
removal
system. of the Rn removal systemMasaki

housings with heating wires. (2) is cryogenic system, which use pulse tube
refrigerator and HFE as coolant.

5.5 kg charcoal test

NðtÞ ¼
222
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Rn source

• Rn source current set up
• It is called ‘radium ceramic ball’ to

have Onsen(hot spring ) at home !!
図 6.8: Performance test diagram of Rn removal system.

• buy at Amazon

pump

ceramic ball
700g, ~100Bq

103
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Charcoal A

Xe

At same time we are looking for new material
as well.
HPGe couing (U-chain）
NIM(2011) Shirasagi

Charcoal A

nan
filte

67+/-15 mBq/kg

< 11.9 mBq/kg (90%CL)
40

6

~ 1/10 reduction
with 1L/min
0

-40

Rn

3

-80
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Tested with Rn source. (next page)
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Plan for Testing in XMASS
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XMASS experiment

M

832kg LXe

Kamioka mine
Gifu, Hida city, Ikenoyama

Kamland
super Kamiokande

ICRR, UTokyo
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Water Shield

10 m

-φ10m x 10m ultra pure water shield with 20 inch
x 70 PMTs for muon veto
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Plan for XMASS

XMASS-I

Rn removal

Getter

-9
冷

多孔質ガラス

Mass flow
control

多孔質ガラス

冷

PTR

-100℃
LXe

PMT

Water shield
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Summary
• Rn will be the one of the main background for

future dark matter experiment with liquid xenon.
• The activated charcoal was tested for this

purpose and we found that Rn atom moves
more slower than Xe atom in the cold charcoal.
• Prototype Rn removal test show ~1/10 reduction

@1L/min and will be test in XMASS detector.
Masaki Yamashita
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